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We write 2x for the hyperspace of all non-empty compact sets in a complete metric linear 
space X topologized by the Hausdortl metric. Using the notation 9(X) = {A E 2x: A is finite}, 
r<={x=(x,)~ 12: x, =0 for almost all i}, and ~~={x=(x,)E &:Cy=, (ix,)‘<cO}, we have the 
following theorem: 
A family Yc 9(X) is homeomorphic to /! if %? is a-fd-compact, the closure g of 3 in 2x is 
not locally compact and if whenever A, BE %, A E[O, l] and Cc hA+(l -A)B with card Cs 
max{card A, card B} then C E 9. 
Moreover, for any Gs-AR-set @ of 3 with d 3 +? we have (4 9) = (I,, Ii). 
Similar conditions for hyperspaces to be homeomorphic to ry are also established. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: 54B20, 57N20 
hyperspaces linear metric spaces 
strong discrete approximation property 
1. Introduction 
A well-known theorem of Kadec-Anderson [2] states that every separable infinite 
dimensional Frtchet space is homeomorphic to Z2, the Hilbert space of all square 
summable sequences of real numbers. Using his characterization of Hilbert mani- 
folds, Toruliczyk [12] has extended the Kadec-Anderson theorem to the non- 
separable case by showing that any FrCchet space is homeomorphic to a Hilbert 
space. Also, Toruficzyk’s characterization of Hilbert manifolds applies to prove the 
following theorem. 
Theorem A [8]. Let A be a separable convex subset of a complete metric linear space 
X such that A is of type G6 in X and that the closure A of A in X is not locally compact. 
Then A is homeomorphic to l2 ifA E AR. 
Combining Theorem A with the earlier results of Bessaga-Pelczyfiski [l, 21, one 
deduces: 
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Theorem B [5]. Let A be a convex subset of a complete metric linear space X such 
that the closure A of A in X is not locally compact. If A is a-fd-compact (i.e., a 
countable union offinite dimensional compact sets) then A is homeomorphic to I{, where 
1; = {x = (xi) E 1,: xi = 0 for almost all i}. 
This paper extends Theorems A and B to the case of hyperspaces of compact 
sets in metric linear spaces. Before stating our main results, we recall the following 
definition. 
Let X be a metric linear space. We write 2x for the hyperspace of all non-empty 
compact sets of X topologized by the Hausdorff metric, 
for A, B E 2x, where ) .I is an F-norm of X, i.e., a function 1.1: X + [0, ~0) satisfying 
the following conditions: 
Itx+yl<Ixl+lyl forallx,yEXandtE[-l,l], 
and (x(=0 iff x=0. 
We use the following notation: 
lF= x=(xi)E12: f (ix,)2<c0 , 
1 i=l I 
2fX={A~2~:dimspanA<a}, 
Sk(X) = {A E 2x: card AS k} and 9(X) = IJ Sk(X). 
krN 
Definition. A family 59~ 9(X) is convex iff for A, BE 9 and A E [0, l] we have 
C E 93 for any non-empty subset C of AA+(l-A)B with cardC< 
max{card A, card B}. 
Obviously, 9(X) and Sk(X), k = 1, 2, . . . , are convex. Also, identifying each 
point x E X with {x} E 2x we see that every convex set C c X is convex in the above 
sense. 
Our results are: 
Theorem C. Let X be a complete metric linear space and let 3~ 9(X) be a convex 
family such that the closure 3 of 9 in 2x is not locally compact. Then 99 is homeomorphic 
to 14 iff 92 is a-fd-compact. 
Moreover, for any G,-AR-set 6 of G containing 9 we have (@, 9) = (12, 1;). 
We note the following special cases of Theorem C. 
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Corollary 1. Let C be a a-fd-compact convex set lying in a complete metric linear 
space such that c is not locally compact. Then for any G,:AR-set e of c containing C 
we have (6, C)=(l,, 1:). 
Remark. By [ 131 and [9] a set e as above always exists. Therefore Theorems A and 
B follow from Corollary 1. 
Corollary 2. Let X be a dense cr-fd-compact linear subspace of a complete infinite 
dimensional metric linear space E. Then (2E, 9(X)) = (12, 1;). 
Corollary 3. Let X be a dense cr-fd-compact linear subspace of a complete infinite 
dimensional metric linear space E. If E E AR (for instance, E is a Fre’chet space) then 
(Sk(E), Sk(X))=(lz, 1;) for each kE N. 
Proof. Since sk( E) E AR for each k E IV, see [ 111, the assertion follows from Theorem 
c. q 
The following theorems provide new examples of hyperspaces homeomorphic to 
1;. 
Theorem D. Let 3~ 9(1;) be a convex family. If U {A: A E 3} = 1; then 9 is homeo- 
morphic to 1:. 
Moreover, for any G6- AR-set @ of 2’2 containing 9 as a dense set we have (@, 3) = 
(12, 13. 
We note the following special cases of Theorem D. 
Corollary 4. (a) (Pk.&), Sk(lT)) =(I*, 1:) for each k E N. 
(b) (2’2, 9(1,“))=(1,, 1;). 
Remark. Let Q denote the Hilbert cube. Since S(Q) contains 9(1:) topologically, 
from (b) and from [2] it follows that S(Q) is a cap set in 2Q (see Curtis [4]). 
Finally, we have: 
Theorem E. Let X be a dense &-dimensional linear subspace of a complete injinite 
dimensional metric linear space E. Then (2E, 2:) = (12, 1:). 
Further results on hyperspaces of finite sets homeomorphic to l{ have been given 
in [6]. 
The proofs of Theorems C and D are similar in form and will be presented 
together in Sections 2-5. The proof of Theorem E will be given in the last section. 
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2. Metric spaces homeomorphic to 1; and 1; 
The proofs of Theorems C and D are based on the following fact which gives 
sufficient conditions for a metric space to be homeomorphic to I{ and 1;. 
2.1. Proposition. Let X be a a-fd-compact AR-space (respectively, a u-compact AR- 
space). Then X = 1; (respectively, X = 1;) if the following conditions hold: 
(D) For any G6-AR-set 2 lying in the completion 2 of X with T? 1 X we have 
2 = 12, and 
(AP) There is a tower of closed subsets of X, X, c X, c . . . c X such that given 
F > 0, n E N and a jnite dimensional compact set (respectively, a compact set) K c X 
there is an embedding f of K into X,,, for some m > n such that J’I K n X,, = id and 
d(f(x), x) < e for each XE K. 
In this case we have (2, X) = (l,, l{) (respectively, (2, X) = ( 12, 1;)). 
Proof. By a theorem of Toruriczyk [13] there is a G,-AR-set 2 of 2 such that 
X c 2 c x. Therefore the assertion follows from West [ 151, see also Toruficzyk 
[14]. 0 
3. Some lemmas 
We begin the proofs of Theorems C and D by showing that the space 3 satisfies 
the conditions of Proposition 2.1. This is done in the following lemmas. 
3.1. Lemma. Let X be a complete metric linear space. Then every w-fd-compact convex 
family 59~ 9(X) is an AR. 
Proof. It is easy to see that every convex family 9~ 9(X) is locally contractible. 
Hence the assertion follows from [9]. 0 
3.2. Lemma. Let X be a Banach space. Then every convex family 93 c 9(X) is an AR. 
Proof. In [ 1 l] we have shown that if X E AR then Sk(X) E AR for each k E N. Let 
us note that the proof given there also proves Lemma 3.2. 0 
The following assertion shows that the space % in Theorems C and D satisfies 
the condition (D) of Proposition 2.1. 
3.3. Lemma. Let X be a complete metric linear space and let 9 c 9(X) be an AR-convex 
family such that the closure 3 of 9 in 2x is not locally compact. Then 9~ 1, for any 
G,-AR-set g of 3 containing 9. 
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Proof. Put 
i? = {(A, t) E 2x x[O, co): AE t+}, %$={(A, I)E~~ x[O,m): AEM}. 
It is easy to see that i? and 8 are AR’s 
First we prove that @ satisfies the following condition: 
(*) For each E > 0 there exists a 6 > 0 such that for every compact set xc @ there 
is an &-homotopy h, :X+ @ such that ho = id and dist(h,(X), YC) > 6. 
Let 8 denote the identity element of X. Then we have (0,O) E 3. Put 
S(&)={ii=(A, t)~ kf: d((A, t),(0,0))~&}. 
Note that for each A E 9 and for sufficiently small to and 6 we have S( A,,, S) c S(E), 
where A0 = (&A, to). Since g is not locally compact, S(A,, 6) is not totally bounded, 
hence neither is S(E). Therefore, the set 
U(F)=U{/~=(A,I):,&S(E)}CXXR 
is not totally bounded. Take a 6 > 0 such that no compact set is a &net for U(E). 
Let YCc g be a compact set. Since g\% is locally homotopy negligible in @, by 
a result of Torunczyk (see [ 13, Theorem 4.21) we may assume that x’c 8. Let us put 
K=l_&i=(A,t):ri~Tl}~XxR, EZ=K-K={~-~:~,~EK}CXXR. 
Take an a = (x0, sO) E U(E), where x0 E B E so@, such that dist( a, 2) > 6. We define 
h : Yt x I --f 2x x[O, co) by the formula 
for each i = (A, s) E Tl and t E [0, 11. 
From the convexity of ‘9 we infer that h,(A) E 97 for each I! E TC and t E [0, 13. 
Note that h, = id and for every A = (A, s) E Tl and r E [0, l] we have 
d(h,(& A) = d((A+ ix,, s-t ts,,), (A, s)) 
~d((% %I), (e,O))~-d((% %), C&O))<&. 
On the other hand, for t = 1 we have 
dist(h,(Tt),%)=dist(a+rC,%)~dist(a,~)>S. 
Thus $? satisfies the condition (*). 
By [8] the condition (*) implies that $? has the strong discrete approximation 
property (see [12]), hence so does @\{(0, )). Thus by Torunczyk’s characterization 
theorem for &-spaces [ 121 we conclude that %\{( 0,0)} is homeomorphic to 12. Since 
@\{( 8,O)) = @ x R it follows that 3 x R = l,, hence by a result of Mogilski [lo] we 
infer that %?= Z,. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.3. q 
The following lemma will be used to show that the space 9 in Theorems C and 
D satisfies the condition (AP) of Proposition 2.1. 
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3.4. Lemma. Let X be a complete metric linear space (respectively, a Banach space), 
let~ec9(X)andZet~,c~~,c...c 3 be a tower of closed subsets of 54 such that 9?,, 
is convex for each n E N. Assume that AE C4,, for each AE 9 with AC IJ {B: BE %,,} 
and that UnEN S,, is dense in 3. Then for each finite dimensional compact set 
(respectively, for each compact set) 3% c 63 for each E > 0 and for each n E N, there is 
amapg:YC+C!?~forsomeq>nsuch thatg/xn%,,=idandd(g(A),A)<eforeach 
A E Yt. 
The proof of this lemma will be given in Section 5. In the next section we prove 
Theorems C and D assuming Lemma 3.4. 
4. Proofs of Theorems C and D 
Using the results in Sections 2 and 3 we are now already in the position to 
complete the proofs of Theorems C and D. By Proposition 2.1 and by Lemma 3.1, 
3.2 and 3.3 it remains to verify the condition (AP) of the space % in Theorems C 
and D. This is only a simple consequence of Lemma 3.4. 
Proof of Theorem C. We shall construct a tower { %“} of closed subsets of 9 satisfying 
the condition (AP) of Proposition 2.1. 
Let {a,,} be a sequence of linearly independent elements of G = U {A: AE 3) 
such that UntN F&, is dense in 9, where 
3” = {AE 3: AC span{a,, . . . , a,}}. 
Obviously {%“} satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3.4. 
Let YLc % be a finite dimensional compact set, E > 0 and n E N. Using Lemma 
3.4 we get a map g : YC + %q for some q > n such that g 1 X n C!?,, = id and d (g( A), A) < 
4.e for each AE YE. 
Let m = q +2(k+ l), where k = dim Yt, and let cp : X+ 12ki1 be an embedding. We 
define f: X+ S,, by the formula 
f(A) = (I- sd(A, B))g(A) 
+ ad(A, 33) 
2(k+ 1) 
(cp,(A)a,+r +. * . + v2k+l(A)aq+~k+l + aq+2k+J 
for each AE Z, where 
(i) %I = Ytn F&, 
(ii) cp(A) = (R(A), . . . , (P~~+~(A)) E 1 
2k+l 
, 
(iii) 6 > 0 is chosen to be so small that 
d(g(A), f(A)) <a.e for each AE YC 
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Obviously fl Xn CC&, = g 1 Xn 2?,, = id, f is an embedding and 
d(f(A), A) =G d(f(A), g(A))+ d(g(A)> A)< E 
for each A E 3”. 
This completes the proof of Theorem C. 0 
Proof of Theorem D. We shall verify the condition (AP) of Proposition 2.1. 
Let {Q,,} be a sequence of infinite dimensional compact convex sets in 1: such that 
(a) Q,, is a Z-set in Qn+, for each n E N, 
(b) Qn = -Qn and Qn + Q,, c Qn+, for each n E N, and 
(c) U~EN Qn=K. 
Put 
5$, = +?en S(Q,,) 
Obviously the tower {S,,} satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3.4 and 9? = lJntN 9?,,. 
Let Ytc 9? be a compact set, E > 0 and n E N. By Lemma 3.4 there is a map 
g:X+ S,,, for some m> n such that g[Xn 57” =id and d(g(A),A)<$& for each 
A E X. 
Now we complete the proof of Theorem D by showing how to use the argument 
given in [2] (see [2, Lemma 4.1, p. I%]) to approximate g by an embedding that is 
the identity on .7ln ‘3”. 
Let Q denote the Hilbert cube. Put 
Q even = {x = (x~) E Q: x2k_l = 0 for all k E N}. 
It is well known, see [2], that Q,, = Q for each n E N. Moreover, there is a 
homeomorphism h : ( Qm+l, Qm) + (Q, Q_,). Let 
denote the natural extension of h. Clearly Y&(h) is an embedding. Put 
Qo={x=(x,)~Q:xk=Oforall kE{2,4,6 ,... }u{l}}, 
p(A)=min{l,d(A,Xn%“)} foreachAEX 
Let w : Q + Q,, be an arbitrary embedding. We define J: X+ Ym+, by the formula 
f(A) = %z(h)-‘((I - G(A))%(h)g(A)+G(A)(u,+wcp(A))) 
for each A E X, where 
(i) vi = (1, 0, 0, . . .) E Q, 
(ii) cp : X+ Q is an embedding, and 
(iii) 8 > 0 is chosen to be so small that d(f(A), A) < E for each A E .X 
It is easy to see that f: Tt+ Y&,+, is an embedding and f 1 Xn S,, = g 1 Xn 59” = id. 
The proof of Theorem D is finished. 0 
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5. Proof of Lemma 3.4 
This section is devoted 
our proof. 
to the proof of Lemma 3.4 which is the crucial step in 
We shall present the proof for the case when X is a complete metric linear space 
and dim Yt < ~0. However, our argument shows that if X is a Banach space then 
the finite dimensional assumption of YC is unnecessary. 
5.1. Take q > n such that %,r is a (8(k+2)))‘&-net for Yt where k = dim K. Let us 
define an open cover 9’ of YC\?$r as follows. Put 
G=U{A: AE %}, G,=U{A:AEY$}, K=U{A: AEX}. 
For any finite family of open subsets {U,, . . . , U,,,} of G we let 
S(UI,. . *, Urn) 
= A~%:Acfi UiandAnUi#(aforeachi=l,...,m}. 
{ i=* 
(1) 
For each n E N let 011, be an open cover of K\G, such that 
diam U <a min{dist( U, G,), 22”) for each U E Ou,,. 
Put B,,={S(U ,,..., U, U,,, ,..., U,,,} where ~~~021, for each i=l,..., r, Uin 
G,#(Z)anddiamUi<2-“foreachi=r+l,...,m,and 
max{diam Ui: i = 1,. . . , m} 
<a min({dist( U,, G,): i = 1,. . . , r} 
u{dist(Ui, Uj): Ui# U,;i,j=l,..., m}). (2) 
93 = IJ 93”. 
ntN 
Let us note that 9I is an open cover of YC\Y& Let Y= {Sa}at,, be a locally finite 
open cover of YC\YI,r which refines 9. We shall use 9’ to construct a map g as 
required in Lemma 3.4. First we establish several properties of 9’ which will be 
needed in the construction of g. We may assume that ord 9’~ k + 1. 
5.2. Claim. For each S, ~9 with S,c S(Up,. . . , U*,) there exists a C,= 
{c?,..., C~}E FJq such that 
d(x,cq)s3d(A, sq) foreachxEAn UP, i=l,..., m, 
AES,andcwEA. (3) 
Proof. Let B = {b,, _ . . , 6,) E S, with bi E Up for i = 1, . . . , m. Then there is a C E % 
suchthat d(B,C)<$d(B,%q).Take C,={cy,...,cZ}cC suchthat 
d(c”, b,)cd(B, C)s$d(B, sq) foreach i= l,.. ., m. 
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Then for each AE S, and for each XE An UP from (2) we have 
d(x, c:)=zd(x, bi)+d(bi, cs)sdiam US+gd(B, %) 
5: dist( UY, G,)+$d(B, 9Yq) 
s:d(bl, G,)+;d(B, gq)s2d(B, sq) 
6 2(d(A, B)+ d(A, sq)) 
=Z 2 max{diam U”, i = 1,. . . , m}+Zd(A, yq) 
s;dist(UP, G,)+2d(A, sq)s3d(A, %q). 
This establishes (3). 0 
Let N(Y) denote the nerve of 9. For each simplex u=(&(,), . . . , S,,,,)E X(S) 
with SaCi) c S( Up”‘, . . . , U”m’,i/,) we put 




5.3. Claim. For each C = {ce;‘,:‘, . . . , cFl,4’} E d( CT) andfor each A E f-J;=1 Saci) we have 
d (c;#, c$j )~8d(A,%) foreachi=l,..., p. 
Proof. Take ai E A n UF{ij for i = 1, _ . . , p. Then from (3) we have 
d(crl$, ai) c 3d(A, 9$) for each i = 1,. . . ,p. 
Since U$$ n Ue{:/ # 0 from (2) we obtain 
d (a, a,) s diam UTlj/ + diam UT$;j 
< dist( iI@“, G,) + dist( Up”‘, G,) s 2d(A, %$). 
Hence 
d(c$‘i’:, C,(I) a(‘)) < d(cy{$, a,)t- d(a, a,)+ d(a,, cyli;) 
s8d(A,$Jq) foreachi=l,..., p. 0 




IISuCi,ll =max{diam Up’i’:j= 1,. . _ , m(i)} (5) 
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and assume that 
II&~r~ll =minOJS,~ijII: i = 1,. . . , PI. (6) 
We shall show that for each i = 1,. . . , m(1) there is a unique C E J&?(C) such that 
c:(r) E C. That means card d(u) G m( 1). 
In fact, if it is not the case then there exist two different members C, C’ E &(a) 
such that cq(i) ECnC’forsome iE{l,...,llt(l)}. Let 
C = (CT:,:‘, . . . , I.$::/} and C’= {c$:{, . . . , c$ii} 
and assume that I$:~\) # c~,~~{ for some r E (1, . . . , p}. Then from (L i we get 
u:(‘) n UT:;; # 0 and UP”‘n U$:i # $3. 
On the other hand, from (5), (6), and (2) we obtain 
dist( U$:,), U$:i) 3 4llS,,,,IJ ~411Sac,,ll Z- 4 diam CC”‘, 
which is impossible. 0 
5.5. Claim. For each simplex cr = (&Cl,, . . . , Snc ,,,) E X(Y), for each subsimplex w’ = 
@a(l), . . . , S,( ?)) c V, r s p, and for each element {ct,\:), . . . , cylr;‘} E &(a’) there exist 
cy((:i for 1 < s(i) cm(i) andi=r+l,...,psuch that 
{c 
a(l) 
s(1) 3 . . . > c$;‘, c$$y, . . . , c:g9 E a(v). 
Proof. We may assume that 
lISa( =min{llS,~ijll: i= 1,. . . , r>. 
Since nf=, Saci) # 0 there exist U$j~, i = 2, . . . , p such that 
Therefore, using the argument given in the proof of Claim 5.4, we obtain 
Url$ = lJ$ji for each i = 2, . . . , r. 
This proves the assertion. 0 
Using the above statements we now are able to construct a map g with the 
properties stated in Lemma 3.4. 
For each simplex P = ($(i),. . . , Sol(Pj) E X(Y) we define a map h, by the formula 
h,(x) = 
1 
i A,&(\,‘: {c$‘{, . . . , 
i=l 
for each x = CT=‘=, h,(ijS,(ij E (T. 
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Since %$ is convex from Claim 5.4 it follows that h,(x) E +Yq for each x E u. 
Moreover, Claim 5.5 shows that h, 1 CT n CT’ = h,, 1 u n (T’ for each a, a’ E X( 9’). Hence 
the family {kU)Vt~~~~) induces a map h : N(Y) + ST Let cp :Yt\ SLiq + X( 9’) denote a 
barycentric map. We define g : X + ‘Sq by the formula 
g(A) = 
A ifAEXn %,, 
/up(A) if AE YC\F$ 
Let us show: 
5.6. Claim. d(g(A),A)s8(k+2)d(A, ?ZIq)foreach AEYC. 
Proof. For each A E Yt\ gq and for each u E g(A) we have 
where (T = (Sac,), . . . , Sa(PJ is the carrier of A. 
Hence from Claim 5.3 we get 
c 8(k+ l)d(A, 9Jq). 
This implies that 
d(g(A), C,,,,)s8(k+l)d(A, 9$) foreach AEX 
Therefore 
d(g(A), A) s d(g(A), Go,) + d(G,r,, A) 
s8(k+l)d(A, %Iq)+3d(A, FIq,) 
<8(k+2)d(A, %). 
This establishes the claim. q 
Finally, by Claim 5.6 g is continuous. Moreover since YJq is an (8(k+2)))‘&-net 
for 3% we infer that 
d(g(A),A)<& foreachAEX 
Obviously g 1 Ytn C!l,, = id. Hence the proof of Lemma 3.4 is finished. 0 
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6. Proof of Theorem E 
Let {uk} be a sequence of linearly independent elements of X such that X = 
spari( For each n E N, put 
x,= x= i Ai&: : ]&]Gn 
1 
. 
i=l i=l > 
Then we have 
2; = lJ 2x”. 
l7EN 
Since 2E = 1, (by [3], or apply Theorem C), by Proposition 2.1 it suffices to verify 
the following condition 
(* *) For each compact set Ytc 2E, n E N and E > 0 there is an embedding 
f: Yt+ 2xm for some m > n such thatf is s-close to the identity and that fl xn 2x” = 
id. 
Take m > n such that 2xm is an &&-net for YC and let {S,, Cj}jE, be a Dugundji 
system (see, [2, p. 581) for YC\2xm. 
Let X(S) denote the nerve of 9 = {S,},,,. We shall construct a map (D :X(Y) +2x-‘. 
First we define cp at vertices of .K(9’) by the formula 
(o(S,)=Cj foreachjEJ. 
Let us extend cp over the l-skeleton J@‘)(Y) of X( 9). For each simplex v = ( Si, Sj) E 
X”‘(9’) we define cp on u by 
~(~)={tCi+(l-_)~~: c~EC,,C~EC,~~~~(C,,C,)G~(C,, C,)) 
for each x=.fSi+(l-t)Sj~~. 
We now extend cp over X(9) as follows. Let %’ denote the hyperspace of all 
subcontinua of the l-skeleton X(*)(9’) of X(9). Take a map w : X(9’) + % such that 
w(x)=(x) foreachxEJ(‘)(9), 
and if u is the carrier of x then w(x) c (T(I). 
We define cp : X(.Y’) + 2xm by the formula 
~(~)=~J{(P(P):PEw(x)} foreachxEN(9). 
It is easy to see that cp is continuous. Define g : X-P 2xm by the formula 
g(A) = 
1 “( > 
ifAEXn2Xm, 
r~ C Ai(A if A E x\2*m, 
jtJ 
where {hj}j~ J is a locally finite partition of unity inscribed into 9 Since m > n we 
have gIXn2Xm = id. For each A E x\2xm and uEg(A) we have u=rci+(l-_)cj 
for some t~[0, 11, ci E Ci, cj~ Cj and d(c, cj)” d(Ci, C,). Take UE A such that 
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d(v, ci)< d(A, Ci). Then we get 
d(U, V)=d(tC,+(l-t)Cj, U)sd(tCip tZI)+d((l-t)Cj,(l-t)Q) 
<d(C, ZI)+d(Cj, ZI)s2d(C, V)+d(Ci, Cj) 
s2d(Ci,A)+d(Ci, C,) 
This implies that 
d(g(A),A)s8d(A,2Xm) foreachAEX. 
Thus g is continuous. Since 2xm is an &e-net for X we infer that d(g(A), A) < 4~ 
for each A E 35 
By the Curtis-Schori theorem [7] 2 xm is homeomorphic to the Hilbert cube Q for 
each n E N. Obviously, 2xn is a Z-set in 2xm for each m > n. Therefore by [2] g may 
be approximated by an embedding f:X+2Xm that is the identity on Xn2Xm and 
d(f(A), g(A)) <;E for each AE X. Hence d(f(A), A) < E for each AE YL 
This proves Theorem E. 0 
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